the aerosol-dynamics model using the raw time-dependent number distribution data 37 measured by the SMPS during seed-only experiments and coagulation coefficients 38 calculated from Table 13 .1 in Seinfeld and Pandis (2016) . experiments. In panel (a), the coagulation-corrected particle wall-deposition coefficients 49 are obtained using the Brownian coagulation kernel calculated from Table 13 .1 in Seinfeld 50
and Pandis (2016). In panels (b) and (c), the Brownian coagulation kernel is scaled by 1.1 51 and 1.5 uniformly across all particle sizes, respectively. 52 Figure S4 : Raw (red) and particle wall-loss-corrected (black) volume concentrations as a 54 function of reaction time for the low-SA-seed-only and high-SA-seed-only experiments. 55
Coagulation-corrected size-dependent particle wall-deposition coefficients are used to 56 correct for particle wall-deposition in the analysis shown here. Refer to Table 1 for  57 information on the AS solution(s) used to generate the seed aerosol and the initial seed 58 aerosol surface area concentrations in these experiments. 59 Figure S5 : Raw (red) and particle wall-deposition-corrected volume concentrations for the 61 α-pinene ozonolysis experiments. The uncorrected (blue) and coagulation-corrected 62 (black) size-dependent particle wall-deposition coefficients are used to correct for particle 63 wall-deposition in the analyses shown here. Figure S7: Example of particle wall-deposition rate calculation and correction (experiment 79 7) using the (a) "number averaged", (b) "volume averaged" and (c) "inert tracer" particle 80 wall-deposition correction methods. The "number averaged" and "volume averaged" 81 methods apply the first-order decay fits of the raw number and volume concentrations, 82 respectively, to the entire experiment to account for particle wall-deposition. The "inert 83 tracer method" uses the organic-to-sulfate (Org/SO 4 ) ratio obtained from HR-ToF-AMS 84 measurements to determine the SOA mass concentration. 85 The data shown here correspond to those shown in Fig. S4 . The data have been particle 90 wall-deposition-corrected using coagulation-corrected particle wall-deposition coefficients 91
(with no enhancement to the coagulation rates) determined using the aerosol-dynamics 92 model (described in section 3) and the experimental data. 93 c % Change = (Difference between initial and particle wall-loss-corrected final number concentration)
Initial number concentration ×100% 94
